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Dear Sir

Re:	 Submission Third Line Enforcing Notification N92787 By
AHL Investments Pty Ltd (Aussie)

As a fulltime trading Finance Broker for now the last 26 years, a previous member of the
now dissolved "Finance Brokers Supervisory Board" and immediate past Vice President
of the WA Branch of the 'Finance Brokers Association of Australia', I feel I am entitled
to give my opinion on the above issue.

In my honest opinion, I believe that AHL Investments Pty Ltd (Aussie) has a case to
answer, for Third Line Forcing. It is my opinion that they actually admit to this in
Section 2 of their submission.

In overview, I do not see where Aussie are any different to most other broking houses in
the way they recruit and develop their contractors/franchisees. It would make for
common sense to assume that they adopt the process of checking for Police Clearance,
Credit Checks, PI Insurance and the standard industry education requirements.

However, my concern is that as well as Aussie, known Lenders (major) and Aggregators
(Australia wide) insist on all introducers being members of the MFAA. They do not give
these members the right of choosing the alternative. As you are no doubt aware, there are
two very Professional, Industry Associations on offer to all Finance Brokers and industry
participants, the MFAA and the FBAA.

Aussie and other industry entities including Banks and Aggregators are not allowing for
fair play with accepting and acknowledging the alternative body. Which to me does
constitute Third Line Forcing.

Personally, I do not see any difference between both associations because they offer the
same professional standards eg: Education, Disputes Resolution Schemes, Codes of
Conduct and support to the industry players as a whole.
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Respectfully yours

7 Hans Beyer
Mana in if ctor

Without going into the politics of the two associations, I believe the push to the MFAA is
because of the influence of their Board Executives which have always been
predominantly, Lenders and major Aggregators.

My main concern in the Aussie submission is that it appears clearly obvious that the 500
plus Aussie Brokers are not given the benefit of making their own judgment or choice
when it comes to taking membership of an Industry Association. What gives Aussie the
right to make the sole ruling as to the merits of one Industry Association over the other.

In conclusion I find it totally unacceptable for Aussie or any other employer for that
matter, to be able to dictate to any employee, contractor, firm etc, what association
membership they will take up or union for that matter.

It is my candid opinion that Aussie have admitted to the practice of Third Line Forcing
by insisting on only MFAA membership. Accordingly I believe that for the sake of the
Act and the industry, their request for an exception, should be out of the question.
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